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Abstract—In the industrial scenes, the real-time property has to be considered in the data transmission. A novel routing scheme is proposed to reduce the packet loss rate effectively in the industrial wireless sensor networks. The scheme is based on Bellman-Ford algorithm, and saves some other shorter paths for the multipath transmission. According to different requirements of QoS in data transferring, the scheme can use more than one path to send the same packet synchronously. Moreover, the scheme use a unique label to mark every packet to assure that the receiver can discard the same packet from different path after a packet arrives in the receiver. Therefore, this scheme can reduce the probability of packet retransmission, and enhance the real-time property in the industrial wireless sensor networks.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Routing is one of the key technologies of networks. There are two main functions in the traditional routing protocols. One is to maintain and refresh the routing table; another is to calculate the shortest path (the smallest number of hops or time delay) based on the messages of routing table. However, besides the smallest time delay of data transferring, the low packet loss rate is also an important issue in the routing design for industrial real-time communication. If a packet is discarded in the process of transferring because of the quality of physical channels, data verification, or congestion control, the retransmission process will prolong the time delay. Therefore, there is a considerable problem how the routing algorithm decreases the influence of packet loss rate in the industrial communication. Some routing algorithms were proposed to solve the problem [2-12]. Most proposed algorithms focus on the choice of the shortest path based on the multi-restriction conditions. In the wireless sensor networks (WSN) [1], the routing is realized not only in the network layer, but also in the media access control (MAC). The routing in MAC is an important character in WSN. In industrial scene, the quality of the wireless channel is poorer than the wired channel. So it is necessary to avoid the packet loss in the routing design. A novel routing scheme is proposed to realize both the shortest path and the low packet loss rate. The scheme uses the redundancy transmission paths to reduce the rate of packet loss based on the improved Bellman-Ford algorithm.

II. PRINCIPLE OF MULTIPATH ROUTING SCHEME

The multipath routing scheme is based on Bellman-Ford algorithm [13], which computes single-source shortest paths in a weighted digraph. We define a weighted digraph as $G(V, E)$, where $V$ and $E$ are the set of vertices and edges respectively. In $G$ we also define $S$ as source vertex, $n$ as the number of vertices, $Weight(u, v)$ as the route metrics from vertex $u$ to vertex $v$, $Distance(v)$ as the shortest path from $S$ to vertex $v$, $Predecessor(v)$ as the next hop vertex from $v$, respectively.

After executing Bellman-Ford algorithm, we can judge whether the digraph $G$ contains a negative cycle. If $G$ cannot contain the negative cycle, $Distance(v)$ is the shortest distance from $S$ to vertex $v$. The Bellman–Ford algorithm is often used in the routing designs, which consists of three steps. The first step is that each node calculates the distances between itself and all other nodes within the Autonomous system and stores this information as a table. The second step is that each node sends its table to all neighboring nodes. The third one is that a node calculates the shortest routes to all other nodes and updates its own table to reflect any changes when this node receives distance tables from its neighbors.

Bellman-Ford algorithm only refresh $Distance(v)$ and $Predecessor(v)$ in the every loop. If $Distance(v)$ is not the shortest path, $Distance(v)$ is replaced by the new the shortest path. Therefore, Bellman-Ford algorithm only calculates and saves the shortest path. However, in the industrial scenes, the packet retransmission after the packet loss is a major factor which increases the time delay of the data transmission. For this reason, we not only save the shortest path, but also save some other shorter paths for the multipath transmission in the Bellman-Ford algorithm. We can define a list $PathList(v)$ which includes some valid paths from $S$ to vertex $v$. The pseudo codes of $PathList(v)$ are defined as follows:

```
Struct Path
    Distance;
    Predecessor;
    Path *Next;
End Struct;

Class PathList(v) //destination is v
    Path *First_Path;
    int i; //number of Path
    Add_Path(n); //pass by n
    Delete_Path(n);
    Get_Path(n);
    Edit_Path(n);
    Sort();
End Class;
```
Our improved algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. In Algorithm 1, the algorithm not only saves the shortest path, but also saves some valid paths from \( S \) to vertex \( v \) in \( PathList(v) \). Therefore, according to different requirements of Quality of Service (QoS) in the packet transmission, we can use several paths to transfer packets synchronously for decreasing the packet loss rate in the improved routing scheme.

Algorithm 1. Improved Bellman-Ford algorithm with multipath support

//Step 1
Determine Single Source\((G,s)\);
Distance\((s) = 0;\)
Predecessor\((s) = \text{nil};\)
For each vertex \( v \) in \( G \) other than \( s \)
Distance\((v) = \text{Infinity},\)
Predecessor\((v) = \text{nil};\)
PathList\((v)\)->FirstPath.Distance = Infinity;
PathList\((v)\)->FirstPath.Predecessor = nil;
PathList\((v)\)->FirstPath->Next = NULL;
PathList\((v)\).i = 0;
Next;

//Step 2
For \( i=1 \) To \( n-1 \)
For each edge \((u,v)\) in \( G \)
If \( s \) connects to \( u \) directly Then
If PathList\((v)\).Get_Path\((u)\) = True Then
PathList\((v)\).Edit_Path\((u)\);
Else
PathList\((v)\).Add_Path\((u)\);
End If;
End If;
If Distance\((v) > \text{Distance}(u) + \text{Weight}(u,v)\) Then
Distance\((v) = \text{Distance}(u) + \text{Weight}(u,v);\)
Predecessor\((v) = u;\)
End If;
Next;
PathList\((v)\).Sort();
Next;
//Step 3
For each edge \((u,v)\) in \( G \)
If Distance\((v) > \text{Distance}(u) + \text{Weight}(u,v)\) Then
Return False;
//This means that the graph contains a cycle of negative weight and the shortest paths are not well defined.
Else
Return True;
End If;

III. UNIQUE LABEL FOR MULTIPATH ROUTING SCHEME

In the multipath routing scheme, the receiver only receives the first packet of the same arrival packets. Because a packet is duplicated for the data transferring in several different paths in this scheme, there may be some inestimable errors in the application system in the receiver if the receiver accepts the same packets from the different paths. Therefore, after the receiver receives the first packet of the same arrival packets, it has to discard other repeated packets. For this purpose, we use a unique label to mark every packet in the sender before the packet is sent to the receiver in the multipath routing scheme.

The unique label can be defined either in the application layer or in the network layer. In the application layer, the unique label is defined when the packet is built in the application system, while the unique label is defined in the packet identification field in the network layer. In order to detect the uniqueness of the packet, every sender or receiver maintains a FIFO queue with constant length. The sender not only uses a new unique label to mark a packet before the packet is sent, but also saves this unique label to the FIFO queue. This new unique label is different from other unique labels in the FIFO queue of the sender. In the receiver, it compares the saved unique labels in the FIFO queue with the new unique label from the new arriving packet. If the new unique label is not equal to all the unique labels in FIFO queue, the receiver accepts this new arriving packet and saves this unique label to the FIFO queue. Otherwise, the receiver discards this new arriving packet if the new unique label is equal to any unique label in FIFO queue of the receiver. The purpose of the FIFO queue is to assure the uniqueness of the label for some time.

How to generate a unique label is also an important issue. In our study, a method which combines the physical address in the network adapter in the sender and the random number into the unique label is used. The reason why we use this method is that every network adapter has unique physical address. If the sender does not obtain the physical address of the network adapter, another unique label which combines the system time in the sender and the random number is used.

IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

The NS2 simulation [14] for the performance analysis is used in our study. In this simulation scheme we simulate a wireless sensor network system which includes 11 nodes in NS2. In order to make the packet loss rate in the data transferring, every node keeps a distance from other nearby nodes. We set the node 1 as sender and the node 11 as receiver. The node 1 sends 10 UDP packets to the node 11 per second. The simulation topology is shown in Fig.1. In the simulation we use the minimum hops as the routing criteria. Fig.2 shows the packet loss rate when the simulation system uses the traditional Bellman-Ford algorithm or the improved Bellman-Ford algorithm. In contrast to the traditional Bellman-Ford algorithm, the packet loss rate in the multipath routing scheme is lower obviously. This conclusion is similar to the result in the numerical analysis. To sum up, the real-
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time property is enhanced obviously based on our improved routing scheme in the industrial wireless sensor networks.

![Simulation topology](image)

Figure 1. Simulation topology

V. CONCLUSION

A novel routing scheme is proposed to decrease the packet loss rate effectively in the industrial wireless sensor networks. This scheme is based on Bellman-Ford Algorithm. In the work principle, the scheme not only save the shortest path, but also save some other shorter paths for the multipath transmission in the Bellman-Ford algorithm. According to different requirements of QoS in data transferring, the scheme can use more than one path to send the same packets synchronously. We also testify the efficiency of the proposed routing scheme by the performance analysis. Therefore, this novel routing scheme can reduce the probability of data retransmission, and enhance the real-time property in the industrial wireless sensor networks.
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Figure 2. Packet loss rate in different schemes
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